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ABSTRACT
Title of Thesis; Correlation of Thixotropic Parameters and
Related Tests of Blood from Human Subjects
Walter Fabisiak, Doctor of Engineering Science, 198 0
Thesis directed by: Ching-Rong Huang
Professor
Chemical Engineering 
The flow behavior of human blood is an important 
facet of the circulatory system as it affects all of the 
organs of the body. The rheological properties of whole 
blood provide a means of analyzing the flow of red cells 
and plasma through the microcirculation. A recently ob­
served rheological characteristic of whole human blood is 
thixotropy, a time-dependent phenomenon. This phenomenon 
is caused mainly by the redistribution of an aggregated 
form of erythrocytes, known as rouleaux, and the non­
aggregated, single erythrocytes. In order to further de­
fine and analyze the thixotropic properties of blood, the 
Huang model is used to quantitatively characterize the 
rheological behavior and relate recorded alterations in 
blood viscosity at low shear rates to the biophysical 
parameters of blood elements. Analysis of the various 
parameters defined by the rheological equation is used to 
characterize the flow properties of whole blood and pro­
vide quantitative comparison among blood samples under a 
variety of clinical conditions.
Rheological determinations and standard clinical hema­
tological evaluations were performed on sixteen normal sub-
jects and compared with similar data obtained from patients 
suffering from either polycythemia, Parkinson's disease, or 
hypertension. In addition, the data of thirteen normal 
males was compared to that of a group of apparently healthy 
males who exhibited high levels of one or more of the fol­
lowing coronary risk factors: cigarette smoking, serum
cholesterol and diastolic blood pressure. Data analysis 
for the sample groups was performed for the mean and vari­
ance of the group value. Analysis of variance was per­
formed using the standard F-test, and the Student t-test 
for small sample sizes was used to test for significance in 
the difference of means.
An analytical solution of the Navier-Stokes equation 
is presented for the case of a transient flow curve using 
a Couette geometry. Analysis of the solution indicates 
that it is possible for a Newtonian fluid to exhibit a 
hysteresis loop effect in its flow curve under certain ex­
perimental conditions. The size and shape of the generated 
loop was found to be controlled by a dimensionless group. 
This analysis can be used to detect and eliminate the pres­
ence of any artificial hysteresis loop effects such that the 
true non-Newtonian behavior of a material may be examined.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The rheological behavior of blood is a basic physical 
property which is essential to the study of intravascular 
flow. It has physiological significance because it con­
trols the circulation of blood which, in turn, affects all 
organs. The rheological behavior of blood can be related 
to the volumetric flow rate of blood, the cardiac energy 
output, the blood pressure, the distribution of aggregated 
and non-aggregated forms of erythrocytes, the velocity pro­
file in vivo, the shear stresses of the blood and blood 
vessels and the rate of shear of the blood. For these 
reasons, any hindrance to the flow of blood due to an al­
teration of its rheological behavior is bound to have a 
direct bearing on the performance of the circulatory system. 
Rheology
Rheology is considered to be the science that deals 
with the deformation and flow of a material. Of all the 
fluid properties, the viscosity requires the greatest con­
sideration in the study of rheology. Viscosity is consid­
ered to be that property of a fluid by virtue of which the 
fluid offers resistance to deformation or shear. The con­
cept of viscosity is a simple one, but it is not always 
easy to quantify. Simple fluids exhibit rheological be­
havior that follows Newton's law of viscosity and for these 
fluids, the viscosity is an easily determined quantity.
Blood is a suspension system consisting of aggregated and
1
2non-aggregated forms of erythrocytes suspended in plasma as 
the continuous phase. Because of the complex nature of 
blood from a rheological viewpoint, the simple question 
"What is the normal blood viscosity for a healthy human sub­
ject?" has no simple answer. The resistance of blood to de­
formation or shear is not a constant, but is a shear rate- 
dependent and time-dependent quantity.
Hemorheology
Blood was observed as a time-dependent, non-Newtonian 
fluid by Copley (1) in 1941. Copley (2) also introduced 
the term hemorheology in 1952 to describe the selective 
rheological investigation of blood. The use of hemorheol­
ogy in the detection and prevention of diseases is a 
rapidly developing area of research. Researchers investi­
gating the rheology of humans soon learn that there is 
usually a significant difference between the rheological 
behavior of blood from healthy subjects and that from pa­
tients with certain pathological disorders. In 1962, 
Dintenfass (3) observed that, under certain experimental 
conditions, the blood viscosity of patients who had suf­
fered from myocardial infarction or arterial thrombosis 
was four to ten times higher than the blood viscosity of 
healthy subjects. Dintenfass has become a pioneer in the 
area of hemorheology research and introduced the concepts 
of viscosity factors, hyperviscosity and viscosity recep­
tors. His investigations in hemorheology are summarized in 
his books (4,5). In 1971, Aronson et al (6), studied the
3effect of oral contraceptives on the blood viscosity of 
healthy young women. They reported the development of 
clinical signs of thrombophlebitis in one patient who had 
exhibited the highest and sharpest rise in blood viscosity. 
In 1974, Stormer et al (7) investigated the blood viscosity 
of patients suffering from peripheral vascular diseases.
They discovered that, under certain experimental conditions, 
the blood viscosity among the patients was significantly 
higher than the blood viscosity of healthy subjects. Also 
in 1974, Chmiel (8) demonstrated the use of hemorheology 
as a diagnostic tool for predicting myocardial re-infarc­
tion.
Quantitative Hemorheology
Although the rheology of blood has been under investi­
gation for many years, investigators have only recently 
attempted to describe the rheological behavior in terms of 
quantities other than just the concept of viscosity. In 
1963, Cokelete et al (9) applied the two-parameter suspen­
sion model proposed by Casson (10) to the study of blood. 
Their work represented an improvement over the attempts to 
characterize the rheological behavior by using Newton's 
law of viscosity. Many variations and modifications of the 
Casson equation have been attempted with varying degrees of 
success. Although the literature is strewn with Casson- 
type equations for describing the rheological behavior of 
blood, they are all inadequate when it comes to describing 
the time-dependent behavior of blood. Although Casson1s
4development is based upon the formation of a suspension 
structure that is rodlike in nature, his final equations 
may only be applied to steady shearing flows.
In 1942, Copley et al (11) demonstrated the existence 
of thixotropy in human blood. Thixotropy is a time-depen­
dent phenomenon associated with material systems in which 
the viscosity depends upon the time and the rate of shear. 
Thixotropic system behavior is reversible with the thixo­
tropic recovery time depending upon the conditions of the 
test and on the intrinsic properties of the fluid being 
tested. Dintenfass (12) examined the thixotropic behavior 
of blood at very low shear rates. In 1972, Huang et al 
(13) demonstrated that blood exhibited a classical thixo­
tropic phenomenon, namely, that its flow curve of shear 
stress versus shear rate was a hysteresis loop. In 1973, 
Huang et al (14) proposed that the thixotropic behavior of 
blood is caused by the progressive disaggregation of aggre­
gated erythrocytes, a mechanism for which they presented 
experimental evidence. In 1975, Huang et al (15) presented 
a quantitative characterization of the thixotropy of whole 
human blood in terms of a five parameter rheological equa­
tion. Huang and Fabisiak (16) subsequently used this model 
to examine the thixotropic parameters of blood from differ­
ent adult males in an attempt to quantify rheological dif­
ferences in the samples.
At the present time, the most widely used method for 
studying the rheological behavior of blood is to obtain
5blood viscosity at different shear rates in steady shear 
flow. There are disadvantages to using a set of values of 
blood viscosity at different shear rates to characterize 
the rheological behavior of blood. Even a number of values 
of the viscosity of blood at different shear rates is in­
sufficient to completely characterize the rheological be­
havior of blood because the time-dependent behavior of 
blood has been omitted. Also, the values of viscosity at 
low shear rates do not retain their physical meaning be­
cause they have been determined from Newton's law of vis­
cosity. This is significant when the shear rates are in 
the vicinity of that at which blood exhibits a yield stress. 
In order to give a complete representation of the rheologi­
cal behavior of blood, a generalized rheological equation 
is needed to describe the viscosity behavior of blood.
This equation can be used to quantitatively represent the 
rheological behavior of blood and can be used to calculate 
the blood viscosity at a given shear rate and a given time 
of shearing. The representation of the rheological behavior 
of blood by means of a generalized rheological equation is 
superior to the representation that is given by viscosity 
values at different shear rates. By knowing the appropriate 
values of the different parameters in the rheological equa­
tion, one can calculate the viscosity of blood at any shear 
rate and at any time of shearing. Also, the use of rheo­
logical parameters should eliminate any uncertainties in 
the viscosity determined at very low shear rates. This
6type of rheological description should offer a more 
accurate picture of the flow behavior of blood.
CHAPTER II 
BLOOD AND THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 
The human circulatory system has as its primary func­
tion the delivery of metabolites to the disperse reaction 
sites of the body and to remove waste products. Other 
functions of the circulatory system include: the removal
of excess heat generated by catabolic chemical reactions 
in order to maintain the isothermal state of the body, the 
adjustment of the water and salt levels of the body, the 
distribution of hormones, natural antitoxins, and drugs 
from their sites of manufacture or entrance to their sites 
of action, and self-maintenance operations such as sealing 
leaks, pH adjustment, and the replacement of components.
The most important feature of the circulatory system 
is that it is a continuous circuit. If a given amount of 
blood is pumped by the heart, this same amount must flow 
through each respective subdivision of the circulatory sys­
tem. There are two major subdivisions of the circulatory 
system: the systemic circulation and the pulmonary circu­
lation. The vessels of the circulatory system offer dif­
fering amounts of resistance to flow with the larger ves­
sels offering less resistance than the smaller vessels. To 
overcome this flow resistance, the heart pumps blood into 
the arteries under pressure, normally at a systolic pres­
sure of 120 mmHg in the systemic circulation and 22 mmHg in 
the pulmonary system (17). The study of the physical char­
acteristics of blood and the physical principles of blood
7
8flow through vessels is called hemodynamics.
Blood
The highly colored, complex fluid of the circulatory 
system is blood. Under normal conditions, there is no 
blood outside the circulatory system. Transfer functions 
between the blood and the various organs of the body must 
occur across the walls of the circulatory system. There 
are about five to six liters of blood in the average human 
being. The blood is pumped by a four-chambered, positive 
displacement pump called the heart at a rate of about 5 
liters per minute, so that the circulation time throughout 
the body is of the order of one minute.
Blood itself is an aqueous suspension of a straw- 
colored liquid medium called plasma and several kinds of 
cells. These include the red blood cells (erythrocytes), 
the white blood cells (leukocytes), and the platelets 
(thrombocytes). More than 99% of the cells are red blood 
cells and, for the most practical purposes, the red blood 
cells play the major role in determining the physical char­
acteristics of the blood (17). The hematocrit of blood is 
the percentage of blood that is cells. A numerical value 
for the hematocrit indicates the percentage of the blood 
volume that is composed of red cells only. The normal 
values for the hematocrit are 42 for males and 38 for fe­
males, and these values may vary significantly (17).
Plasma
Plasma is a buffered salt solution containing proteins
9and other macromolecules in a total amount of about 7.5 
g/lOOml. For many physiochemical purposes, plasma may be 
treated simply as a 0.155M electrolyte solution buffered to 
a pH of approximately 7.4. Plasma contains simple proteins, 
lipoproteins, mucoproteins, and glycoproteins. The major 
types of proteins found in the plasma are albumin, the 
globulins, and fibrinogen. The primary function of albumin 
is to create osmotic pressure at the capillary membrane.
This colloid osmotic pressure prevents the plasma fluid 
from leaking out of the capillaries. The globulins are 
divided into three major groups: alpha, beta, and gamma
globulins. The alpha and beta globulins perform diverse 
functions in the circulatory system, while the gamma glob­
ulins play a special role in the body's immune system. 
Fibrinogen is a high molecular weight protein found in the 
plasma in quantities of 100 to 700 mg/lOOml. Fibrinogen is 
of basic importance in the blood clotting process. It is 
converted into fibrin by the enzyme thrombin and the fibrin 
polymerizes into fibrin threads that enmesh red blood cells 
and plasma to form a blood clot. Fibrinogen is a vital 
constituent of one of the major steps in blood coagulation. 
Blood Cells
The red blood cells are normally present in very high 
numbers of the order of five million per cubic millimeter. 
The mature red blood cell is a flexible, biconcave disc of 
a diameter of about 8.5 microns and a thickness that varies 
from 1.0 to 2.4 microns. In normal blood flow, the cells
10
are suspended individually, but at very low flow rates and 
in abnormal situations, they aggregate into stacks of cells 
called rouleaux. Since the rouleaux behave as single units, 
their formation can bring about marked changes in the hemo­
dynamic behavior of blood. The white blood cells are pres­
ent in the order of five to eight thousand per cubic milli­
meter, which represents only about 0.15% of the red cell 
number. This represents an insignificant volume fraction 
of the blood and so the importance of the white cells is 
not in hemodynamics. The normal platelet count is about 
10% of the red cell count. They are distributed unevenly 
in the circulation with a greater number being in the pul­
monary blood. The platelets are oval, flat, non-nucleated 
cells of two to four microns in diameter. They are impor­
tant in blood clotting as they tend to adhere to damaged 
areas in the vascular wall.
Various diseases of the circulation that cause de­
creased blood flow through the peripheral vessels increase 
the rate of red cell production. This is especially appar­
ent in prolonged cardiac failure and many lung diseases for 
the tissue hypoxia resulting from these conditions in­
creases the red cell production with resultant increases in 
hematocrit and total blood volume. Any condition that 
causes the quantity of oxygen transported to the tissues to 
decrease, ordinarily increases the rate of red cell pro­
duction. The functional ability of the red blood cells to 
transport oxygen to the tissues in response to the tissue
11
demand for oxygen is the controlling factor in red cell 
production. Anemia refers to a deficiency of red blood 
cells. Since the viscosity of blood is a function of the 
concentration of red blood cells, anemia can drastically 
reduce the blood viscosity (17) . Decreased blood viscosity 
decreases the resistance to blood flow in the peripheral 
vessels so that greater than normal quantities of blood are 
returned to the heart. As a consequence, the cardiac out­
put increases. Hypoxia causes the tissues to dilate and 
increases the return of blood to the heart and also in­
creases the cardiac output. One of the major effects of 
anemia is an increase in the work-load of the heart. The 
increased cardiac output in anemia offsets many of the symp­
toms of anemia. The rate of blood flow is increased to 
such an extent that almost normal quantities of oxygen are 
delivered to the tissues.
Whenever the tissues become hypoxic because of too 
little oxygen in the atmosphere or because of failure of 
delivery of oxygen to the tissues, the blood forming organs 
automatically produce large quantities of red blood cells. 
This condition is called secondary polycythemia and the red 
cell count commonly rises to as high as six to eight million 
per cubic millimeter. In addition to those people having 
secondary polycythemia, others may have a condition known 
as polycythemia vera in which the red cell count may be as 
high as nine million per cubic millimeter and the hematocrit 
as high as 70 to 8 0%. Polycythemia vera is a tumorous con­
12
dition of the blood cell producing organs. It causes an 
excess production of red blood cells in the same manner 
that a muscle tumor causes excess production of a specific 
type of muscle cell. Polycythemia vera also increases the 
total blood volume and, as a result, the entire vascular 
system becomes intensely engorged with many of the capil­
laries being plugged by the very viscous blood. With this 
increased viscosity, blood flow through the vessels is ex­
tremely sluggish. The increase in total blood volume also 
increases the circulation time through the body. The mean 
circulation time may be as high as twice that of the normal 
value. Thus, the velocity of blood flow in any given ves­
sel is considerably decreased in polycythemia.
Circulatory System
Four factors complicate the fluid mechanical analysis 
of the circulatory system: the complexity of the fluid,
the periodic nature of the flow, the elasticity of the 
system boundaries, and the high level of integration of the 
system. The intrinsic flow properties of blood are not 
simple because the structure of blood is both complex and 
unstable. The viscoelastic behavior of the red cell’s con­
tents are not well understood nor are the forces which hold 
the cell in its normal biconcave configuration. The cell 
membrane is viscoelastic and the cells are capable of ag­
gregating as rouleaux or clumps and may change their shape. 
The plasma phase is essentially Newtonian, but contains 
fibrinogen which mediates aggregative processes. The
13
measurement of suspension properties is complicated by the 
tendency of the cells and the suspending fluid to separate 
because of both static and dynamic forces.
Since most of the resistance to flow in the circula­
tory system occurs in the small blood vessels, it is im­
portant to know how the blood viscosity affects blood flow 
in these minute vessels. Flow through a blood vessel is 
determined entirely by two factors: the pressure dif­
ferential tending to push blood through the vessel, and the 
vascular resistance through the vessel. This may be ex­
pressed mathematically as
Q = AP/Rv (2-1)
where Q is the volumetric rate of blood flow, AP is the 
pressure difference between the two ends of the vessel and 
Rv is the vascular resistance. The overall blood flow in 
the circulation of an adult person at rest is about five 
liters per minute. This is referred to as the cardiac out­
put and passes through both the systemic and pulmonary cir­
culations.
When blood flows at a steady rate through a long, 
smooth vessel, it flows in streamlines and concentric 
layers within the vessel. This is known as laminar flow. 
When the blood is flowing in all directions within the 
vessel and continually mixing within the vessel, turbulent 
flow occurs. In laminar flow, the velocity profile within
14
the vessel takes on a parabolic shape with the maximum 
velocity occurring at the center of the vessel. During 
turbulent flow, the blood will flow crosswise in the vessel 
as well as along the vessel, usually forming swirls called 
eddy currents. These eddy currents offer a much greater 
resistance to blood flow. The occurrence of either type of 
flow is normally determined by the evaluation of the 
Reynolds number, defined as
NEe = ^  (2-2)
where p is the fluid density, v is the average fluid velo­
city, d is the vessel diameter, and y is the fluid viscos­
ity. Turbulent flow occurs at vessel branches at Reynolds 
numbers in excess of 200 and occurs in straight vessels for 
Reynolds in excess of 2000.
Resistance is the impediment to blood flow in a ves­
sel. It cannot be measured by direct means, but must be 
estimated from measurements of blood flow and pressure dif­
ferences in the blood vessel. If the pressure difference 
between two points in a vessel is one mm Hg and the flow is 
one ml/s, then the resistance to flow is said to be one 
peripheral resistance unit:
™  - r w ?  <2-3'
The resistance of the entire systemic circulation is approx-
15
imately one PRU. In some conditions in which the blood 
vessels become constricted, the total peripheral resistance 
may rise as high as four PRU, and when the vessels become 
greatly dilated, the resistance may drop to 0.25 PRU. The 
total pulmonary resistance at rest is about 0.09 PRU, and 
can rise as high as 1.0 PRU or drop to as low as 0.03 PRU.
Conductance is a measure of the amount of blood that 
can pass through a vessel in a given amount of time for a 
given pressure difference. It is merely the reciprocal of 
resistance. A generalized relationship for laminar flow in 
circular tubes is the Hagen-Poiseuille equation
Q - =§B|i (2-4)
where Q is the volumetric flow rate, Ap is the pressure dif­
ference, r is the vessel radius, L is the vessel length, 
and y is the blood viscosity. The quantity of blood that 
will flow through a vessel in a given period of time is 
equal to the product of the vessel cross-sectional area and 
the average velocity
Q = vnr2 (2-5)
Using the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, we can develop expres­
sions for the vascular conductance and resistance
cv ■ 5 ^  <2-6'
Note that the viscosity plays an important role in the de­
termination of either conductance or resistance and is the 
only physical blood parameter which is a factor in the flow 
of blood. It is for this reason that the study of the vis­
cosity of blood is an important research area that needs 
further investigation.
CHAPTER III 
CLASSIFICATION OF FLUID BEHAVIOR 
Fluids are normally subdivided into Newtonian and non- 
Newtonian categories based upon their flow behavior. These 
characterizations are normally based upon the shear stress 
response of the fluid to some applied shear field. These 
responses are usually presented graphically in the form of 
rheograms. There are many types of rheograms, but the two 
most widely reported are the plot of shear stress versus 
shear rate and the plot of shear stress versus time at a 
constant shear rate. The former is often referred to as the 
flow curve of the fluid and the latter is known as the 
torgue-decay curve of the fluid. The flow behavior is often 
represented by means of a rheological equation. This equa­
tion would describe the functional relationship between the 
shear stress response and the applied shear field. A gener­
alized rheological equation may be simply expressed as
t = f(Y) (3-1)
where x is the shear stress and y is the shear rate. 
Newtonian Fluids
The simplest type of rheological behavior is exhibited 
by what are referred to as Newtonian fluids. Newtonian 
fluids exhibit a direct proportionality relationship between 
the shear stress response and the applied shear rate. The 
proportionality constant is called the Newtonian viscosity.
17
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The flow curve for a Newtonian fluid is a straight line 
passing through the origin having a slope that is equal to 
the Newtonian viscosity. The torque-decay curve of a New­
tonian fluid is flat, indicating that the fluid exhibits no 
time-dependent behavior. Typical Newtonian fluid rheograms 
are shown in Figure 1. Newtonian fluid behavior is usually 
represented by the following rheological equation
t = -yy (3-2)
where y represents the Newtonian viscosity. This equation 
is often called Newton's law of viscosity. The minus sign 
is used to adhere to conventional notation as used in clas­
sical texts such as Bird et al. (18). Fluids that do not 
exhibit this simple behavior are referred to as being non- 
Newtonian.
Non-Newtonian Fluids
Non-Newtonian fluids are those fluids for which the 
shear stress response is not a linear function of the ap­
plied shear rate. Non-Newtonian behavior is most pronounced 
at intermediate rates of shear. At very high or very low 
shear rates, many non-Newtonian fluids exhibit Newtonian- 
like behavior. Therefore, a material may only be classified 
as being non-Newtonian for a specified range of shear rates. 
Furthermore, these fluids can be subdivided into time- 
dependent and time-independent categories. Time-independent 
non-Newtonian fluids are those for which the shear stress
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response is only a function of the shear rate. A classical 
example of a time-independent, non-Newtonian fluid is a 
pseudoplastic material. It possesses a nonlinear flow curve 
which may or may not pass through the origin, although its 
torque-decay curve is similar to that of a Newtonian fluid. 
If the flow curve does not pass through the origin, the 
fluid is said to possess a yield stress, t 0. The fluid will 
not flow until the shear stress response exceeds that of the 
yield stress. A finite shear rate may be applied to such a 
material without the fluid actually beginning to flow. Many 
fine suspensions and pastes exhibit a yield stress. Typical 
pseudoplastic fluid rheograms are shown in Figure 2. Pseu­
doplastic behavior is usually represented in equational form 
using an empirical power law relationship
t = -ky111 (3-3)
where k is called the consistency index and m is called the 
flow behavior index of the fluid. The numerical value of 
the flow behavior index is always less than one for pseudo­
plastic fluids. The power law is the simplest rheological 
equation used to describe pseudoplastic behavior, although 
there have been many attempts to develop equations capable 
of representing pseudoplastic behavior. Skelland (19) has 
summarized many of the more popular pseudoplastic equations. 
Casson (10) has developed a rheological equation, capable 
of representing pseudoplastic behavior, that has found wide
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acceptance in the correlation of the rheological behavior 
of time-independent, non-Newtonian materials. The Casson 
model was originally developed to describe the behavior of 
printing inks and is expressed as
where ko and ki are functions of phases of the fluid under 
observation and are constant for a given fluid. Casson's 
model is quite popular because it is not empirical in nature, 
but has a theoretical foundation since it was developed as 
a suspension model in which mutually attractive particles 
are suspended in a Newtonian medium. These particles are 
capable of aggregating at low shear rates to form rodlike 
structures.
By analogy to the definition of the Newtonian viscosity, 
an apparent viscosity for non-Newtonian fluids may be de­
fined as follows
where n is called the apparent viscosity. A value for the 
apparent viscosity is without meaning unless it is accom­
panied by the corresponding shear rate. Again, the minus 
sign is used by convention. Therefore, the apparent viscos­
ity for a power law fluid is
(3-4)
n = - ( t / y ) = f (y) (3-5)
n = k(Y)
• x m - 1 (3-6)
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It must be emphasized that the apparent viscosity is only 
analogous to the Newtonian viscosity and no direct compari­
son can be made without the stipulation of the shear rate.
For time-dependent, non-Newtonian fluids, the shear 
stress response is not only a function of the shear rate, 
but is also a function of the shear history. Thixotropic 
fluids are classic examples of time-dependent, non-Newtonian 
fluids. The apparent viscosity of a thixotropic fluid is a 
function of the rate of shear and of the duration of shear. 
This may be expressed in general terms as
n = f(Y,t) (3-7)
where t is time. The rheological behavior of thixotropic 
fluids has the following characteristics: (a) an isothermal
structural change is brought about by applying a mechanical 
disturbance to the system, (b) when the mechanical distur­
bance is removed, the system recovers its original structure 
only after a certain elapsed time, depending upon the mate­
rial, and (c) the flow curve of the system exhibits an hys­
teresis effect. The hysteresis loop behavior of the shear 
stress response is obtained by subjecting the system to a 
linear increase in the shear rate up to some maximum value 
and then immediately decreasing the shear rate to the ini­
tial value at the same rate. Thus, the flow curve of a 
thixotropic material consists of a distinct upcurve and a 
distinct downcurve, whereas the upcurve and the downcurve
24
for Newtonian and time-independent, non-Newtonian fluids are 
coincident. The torque-decay curve for a thixotropic fluid 
also differs from that of a Newtonian or a time-independent, 
non-Newtonian fluid. Typical thixotropic fluid rheograms 
are shown in Figure 3. A thixotropic material may exhibit 
time-independent, non-Newtonian behavior after an extended 
period of shear, but will regain its thixotropic behavior 
once the shear field is removed and the material is per­
mitted to regain its internal structure. Under extremely 
high rates of shear for extended periods, a thixotropic 
fluid may even exhibit Newtonian behavior, but will also 
regain its thixotropic behavior upon removal of the shear 
field, as long as there has been no irreversible damage in­
duced upon the suspended phase. This complex behavior has 
led to extreme difficulty in the attempts to obtain a satis­
factory rheological model that will represent the various 
thixotropic phenomena. Rheological equations such as the 
power law and Casson model are not sufficiently versatile 
to completely characterize thixotropic behavior. These 
models are incapable of representing the time-dependent be­
havior of thixotropic materials. Orosz (20) has presented 
a synopsis of thixotropic equations which are capable of 
representing some of the various thixotropic phenomena. He 
indicates that most of the equations available in the liter­
ature are unable to express all of the various thixotropic 
phenomena. Some equations are specific and can describe a 
particular property associated with thixotropy, but most are
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not general enough to be used to completely characterize a 
thixotropic material.
Huang Model
Recently, Huang (21) has developed a generalized rheo­
logical model that is capable of representing the thixo­
tropic behavior of a fluid. The model is based upon irre­
versible thermodynamics and assumes that there exists a pro­
gressive structural breakdown of a molecular arrangement 
parameter. This structrual breakdown is effected by a 
mechanical disturbance induced by a shear field. For thixo­
tropic materials, the Huang model takes the following form
where ci is a kinetic rate constant of the structural break­
down, A is a constant related to the equilibrium value of 
the molecular arrangement parameter when the fluid is not 
under the influence of shear for a long period of time, and 
n is the order of the structural breakdown reaction. Under 
the appropriate conditions, the Huang model can be applied 
to represent both the flow curve and the torque-decay curve 
rheograms. Using the appropriate mathematical expression 
for the shear rate in the integral portion of the Huang 
model will result in algebraic expressions for the upcurve, 
downcurve, and the torque-decay curve. For the upcurve, a 
ramp function is used to represent the shear rate
(3-8)
y = at (3-9)
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where a is a proportionality constant. Therefore, the Huang 
equation becomes for 0 _< t _< ti
x = To + yy + ciAynexp [-ciY ^n+1V  (“ (n+l) ) ] (3-10)
where ti is the time required to bring the shear rate up to 
its maximum value. For the downcurve, a declining ramp 
function is used in the integral
Y = 2ati - at (3-11)
The Huang equation now becomes for ti _< t £ 2ti,
x = To + UY + ciAYnexp[(-Cl/(a(n+1)))(2y^+1 - Yn+1)] (3-12)
where y is the maximum value of the shear rate. For the 'm
torque-decay curve, a step function input is used for the 
shear rate
Y = Yc - constant (3-13)
The Huang equation now becomes
T = To + yYc + CiAy^exp [-CiY^t] (3-14)
Therefore, the Huang model is mathematically capable of rep­
resenting both rheograms of a thixotropic fluid. Huang et
28
al. (14) have demonstrated the ability of the model to de­
scribe the hysteresis loop behavior of a thixotropic mate­
rial. In a later work, Huang et al. (15) used the model to 
describe both the hysteresis loop and torque-decay rheograms 
of a thixotropic material resulting in a quantitative char­
acterization of the thixotropic behavior. Huang and 
Fabisiak (16) subsequently used the model to examine the 
thixotropic parameters of whole human blood from different 
adult males and to quantify rheological differences in the 
samples. Huang et al. (22) demonstrated the versatility of 
the model by quantitatively characterizing another thixo­
tropic material, latex paint. In a recent work, Huang and 
Fabisiak (23) showed that the Huang model could also repre­
sent another rheogram, the steady-state viscosity variation 
with respect to shear rate. They developed the following 
expression for the steady-state viscosity of a thixotropic 
material
ng = y + CiA-Yn-1exp[-Ciynt 0 ] (3-15)
where ns is the steady-state viscosity and to is a time 
constant which is indicative of the duration required for 
the fluid to change its rheological behavior from thixotro­
pic to pseudoplastic.
Presently, the Huang model has been demonstrated as the 
most versatile rheological model for thixotropic materials 
and that it is capable of quantitatively characterizing the
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observed thixotropic behavior. It is because of its versa­
tility that the Huang model can be used for the quantitative 
characterization of the thixotropic behavior of human blood.
Since the Huang rheological model was not specifically 
developed for blood, but for a general thixotropic fluid, 
it must be examined in light of the nature of blood as a 
fluid system. The Huang model is based upon the progressive 
structural breakdown of a fluid network by means of a me­
chanical disturbance. Blood is a suspension system consist­
ing of aggregated and non-aggregated forms of erythrocytes 
suspended in a plasma phase. The aggregated form of ery­
throcytes •comprises a structural arrangement known as rou­
leaux. Huang et al. (14) have proposed that the thixotropic 
behavior of blood is caused by the progressive breakdown of 
the rouleaux into individual erythrocytes. This hypothesis 
is consistent with the development of the Huang model. Now 
Ci specifically refers to the kinetic rate constant of the 
structural breakdown reaction of rouleaux into individual 
erythrocytes and n is the order of this breakdown reaction. 
The other Huang model parameters retain their general de­
scriptions.
CHAPTER IV 
FLUID DYNAMICS 
The rheological behavior of a fluid can be character­
ized, in general, by its flow curve, which is a diagram re­
lating the shear stress response to an applied shear rate.
A rheological equation is then used to represent, mathemat­
ically, the flow curve of the fluid. Therefore, unless the 
flow curve of the fluid is available, it would be difficult 
to postulate its describing rheological equation of state. 
Rheological characterization requires obtaining the flow 
curve from experimental data. The required experimental 
data is most readily obtained from devices known as visco­
meters .
Viscometers
There are a variety of commercially available visco­
meters which are capable of generating the data necessary to 
obtain the shear stress as a function of the rate of shear 
or the shear rate as a function of the applied shear stress. 
They include the capillary tube, falling ball, concentric 
cylinder, and the cone-and-plate viscometers. When studying 
time-dependent, non-Newtonian rheological behavior, a visco­
meter of the rotational type is employed. This restricts 
the viscometer to either the concentric cylinder variety or 
the cone-and-plate variety. A rotational viscometer is used 
for studying thixotropic materials because the viscosity is 
a function of time as well as a function of the shear rate. 
For the capillary tube or falling ball viscometers, the tube
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diameter or the ball density have to be varied to introduce 
a change in the shear rate. This causes a discontinuity in 
the time function during the course of an experiment. With 
a rotational viscometer, however, a change in the rotational 
speed will change the rate of shear applied to the sample 
without having to change the sample being analyzed. This 
variation in shear rate can be performed continuously, 
either through mechanical means or through the use of an 
automatic control mechanism.
The sample holder geometry is one of the most crucial 
aspects of the viscometer. Since the time-dependent nature 
of the analysis of the rheological behavior of thixotropic 
materials limits the viscometer to a rotational type, a de­
cision must be made as to which sample holder geometry is 
best suited for the material being studied. Sinusas (24) 
made a study of the various sample holder geometries and 
proposed that the optimum design for a sample holder for 
studying the rheological behavior of blood is a type of con­
centric cylinder referred to as a double Couette. He in­
cluded in his study a detailed analysis of the possible end 
effects associated with this geometric configuration. The 
proposed sample holder geometry is displayed in Figure 4. 
Double Couette Viscometer
The double Couette viscometer consists of a rotating 
cylinder having a concentric cylindrical slot. Another con­
centric cylinder is suspended into this slot with the sample 
occupying the spaces between the cylinders. The inner cyl-
32
FIGURE 4: DOUBLE COUETTE VISCOMETER
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inder does not rotate and is connected to a torque-sensing 
device. This design is essentially a combination of two 
Couette viscometers. One portion of the double Couette acts 
like a concentric cylinder viscometer in which the inner 
cylinder is stationary with the outer cylinder rotating, 
while the other portion of the double Couette behaves like 
a concentric cylinder viscometer in which the inner cylinder 
is rotating while the outer cylinder is stationary. The 
length of submersion is L and the four radii of interest are 
Ri , R 2 , R 3 , and Ri*. The rotational speed of the bottom por­
tion of the double Couette is w. The usual data obtained 
from any concentric cylinder are the torque exerted on a 
stationary fluid-solid boundary and the rotational speed of 
the moving fluid-solid boundary. The shear stress is relat­
ed to the torque by solving the equation of motion. Obtain­
ing the shear rate requires the simultaneous solution of the 
equation of motion and the rheological equation of state.
Due to mathematical complexity, an explicit expression for 
the shear rate has only been solved for a limited number of 
cases.
For an incompressible, Newtonian fluid undergoing iso­
thermal flow, the equations of continuity and motion are
V* v = 0 (4-1)
p[V*vv] - Vp + yV2v + pg (4-2)
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where p is the fluid density, v is the velocity vector, p is 
the static pressure, y is the Newtonian viscosity, and g is 
the gravitational force per unit mass. In steady-state lam­
inar flow, the fluid moves in a circular pattern with the 
velocity in the radial and axial directions assumed to be 
zero. The angular component of the equation of motion re­
duces to, under these conditions
d_
dr
'1 d
• s
r dr rV8J*
= 0 (4-3)
Equation (4-3) may be integrated twice to yield the follow­
ing expression for the angular velocity profile
(4-4)
where C and D are constants of integration to be evaluated 
from the appropriate boundary conditions. Since there are, 
in effect, two concentric cylindrical viscometers combined 
in this situation, there will be two sets of boundary condi­
tions to be satisfied. Equation (4-4) represents the gen­
eral velocity profile for a fluid flowing between a pair of 
concentric cylinders and is valid for either portion of the 
double Couette. Each section of the double Couette will 
yield a different set of integration constants. For the 
inner concentric cylinder section, when Ri _< r <_ R2 / the 
appropriate boundary conditions are
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r = Ri ; vfl = 2ttwR i (4-5a)
r = R2; vq = 0 (4-5b)
Applying these boundary conditions to equation (4-4) yields 
the following expressions for the constants of integration
c = (4.6a) 
Rl - Rj
D = SmoRfRi- (4_ 6b)
Rl - r !
Incorporating these integration constants into equation 
(4-4) gives the velocity profile when Ri < r < R2 ,
2irwRi
R|-R?
- r r (4-7)
For the outer concentric cylinder section, thy.; appropriate 
boundary conditions are
r = R 3; vQ = 0 (4-8a)
r = Ri,; vQ = 2ira)Ri, (4-8b)
Using these boundary conditions, the constants of integra­
tion become
C = (4-9a)
r 5-r |
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D = -2TT0)RgR|
R§ “ Rl
(4-9b)
Incorporating these integration constants into equation 
(4-4) gives the velocity profile when R 3 < r < Ri*,
v. _ 27ra)R^
R4-R3
r - Ri'1 (4-10)
Once the velocity profiles have been established, express­
ions for the evaluation of the shear rate may be obtained. 
For this particular situation, the r0 component of the shear 
rate tensor may be obtained from
Y, dr v0/r (4-11)
Since we are dealing with a double Couette, there will be 
two shear rate expressions. When Ri £ r <_ R2 , the shear 
rate is
Yr0 r=R2 dr
vo/r
_ -47r(oRi
• 0 "r=R2 Ri - Ri
(4-12a)
and when R 3 < r < Ri,,
Yr0 r=Rc
d_
dr v e/r ^r=R =
4TT03Ri
r 5-r !
(4-12b)
To insure that there is a uniform shear rate on both sides 
of the immersed cylinder, we impose the following design 
restriction
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Yr0 = -Y
r=R2 re
(4-13)
r=R3
By equating the two expressions for the shear rate, we ob­
tain the following design constraint
Ri r 5
Rl - Ri R l - Rl
(4-14)
The shear stress is related to the shear rate by the gener­
alized rheological equation
Tre = - ^ r e (4-15)
Due to the design restriction, the following shear stress 
relationship is valid
r0 r=R2 re
(4-16)
r=R ■
which merely indicates that the shear stresses exerted on 
either side of the immersed cylinder are the same. Unfor­
tunately, the shear stresses are not measured quantities,but 
are related to the total torque exerted on the immersed 
cylinder. The torque exerted on the inner surface is
T. = 2ttR|L 
i r0
;
(4-17)
r=R2
and the torque exerted on the outer surface is
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r=R3
(4-18)
The total measured torque is the sum of these two torque 
terms
which has been simplified by the relationship given in 
equation (4-16). Thus, we now have an expression for the 
shear stress in terms of a measured quantity, namely, the 
total torque. Therefore, given the dimensions of the double 
Couette, the rotational speed of the bottom portion, and the 
measured torque, the corresponding shear rates and shear 
stresses may be determined.
Transient Flow
These expressions are valid for steady-state flow con­
ditions, but both the torque-decay and flow curve behavior 
for a thixotropic material are time-dependent. The tran­
sient flow of a fluid in a Couette viscometer arrangement 
was first studied by Bird and Curtiss (25). They have pre­
sented an exact solution to the equations of change for the 
transient, laminar, tangential flow of an isothermal, in­
compressible, viscous fluid in the annular space between 
two cylinders, one or both of which may be rotating. Their 
solution details the mathematics of the torque-decay curve 
and their velocity profile solution consists of a steady- 
state portion and a transient portion. The input for the
T = T± + Tq = 2ttL[r1 + R| ] fxr0
j r=R2
(4-19)
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angular rotation of the cylinder is a step function. From 
their analysis, one can determine the transient hydrodynamic 
effects for a particular sample in a specified sample hold­
er. By properly selecting the experimental conditions, one 
can virtually eliminate any undesired transient effects so 
that the torque-decay behavior being observed is due to the 
rheological properties of the material only. Their analysis 
provides a means for eliminating any artificial torque- 
decay responses. For a material having the approximate 
kinematic viscosity of human blood, they demonstrate that 
the anticipated transient response should be small, such 
that the observed torque-decay curve is truly representative 
of the rheological behavior of blood.
One of the most important rheological characteristics 
of human blood is that its flow curve exhibits an hysteresis 
effect. This hysteresis loop is observed on a plot of the 
shear stress versus the shear rate in which the shear rate 
is steadily and linearly increased to a maximum value and 
then immediately decreased at the same rate to the initial 
value. Recent investigations (14,15,16,26,27) into the 
thixotropic behavior of human blood have incorporated hys­
teresis loop analysis in the quantitative characterization 
of the rheological behavior. Until recently, no one has 
examined the mathematical aspects of the hysteresis loop 
rheogram in a manner analogous to the analysis of the 
torque-decay rheogram by Bird and Curtiss. Fabisiak and 
Huang (28) have obtained an analytical solution of the
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Navier-Stokes equation for the case of an hysteresis loop 
rheogram using a Couette geometry. They have analyzed the 
transient flow under the conditions of a ramp function an­
gular velocity. The ramp function angular velocity input 
is required to generate the flow curve. This ramp function 
input is shown in Figure 5. They have examined a general 
Couette viscometer in which the fluid occupies the annular 
region between a pair of concentric cylinders having radii 
of kR and R, with a length L(see Figure 6 ). At time t < 0, 
the fluid within the annulus is at rest. At time t > 0, 
the inner cylinder remains stationary and the outer cylin­
der is subjected to a ramp function change in its angular 
velocity. For an incompressible, Newtonian fluid in this 
application, the equation of motion reduces to
3v^
3t~ = y3r
1 _3_ 
r 3r rv. (4-20)
The appropriate initial and boundary conditions are
v 0 (r,0) = 0 (4-21a)
V g (kR,t) = 0 (4-21b)
Vg(R,t) = F (t) (4-21c)
where the ramp function F(t) is defined as
( D d  N O IiID N O a dWVH
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FIGURE 6: COUETTE VISCOMETER
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F(t) = aRt ; 0 < t < ti (4-22a)
F (t) = 2aRti - aRt ; ti < t < 2ti (4-22b)
with a being the angular acceleration of the outer cylinder, 
and ti being the time required for the angular velocity of 
the outer cylinder to reach its maximum value. Since one 
of the boundary conditions is time-dependent, it is neces­
sary to use Duhamel's Theorem (2 9) to obtain a solution to 
the equation of motion. According to Duhamel's Theorem, 
the velocity function in the angular direction may be ob­
tained from the relationship
where F 1 is the time derivative of the time-dependent 
boundary condition and V is a velocity function in the 
angular direction which satifies the equation of motion 
with the following initial and boundary conditions
(4-23)
V(r, 0) = 0 (4-24a)
V ( k R , t) = 0 (4-24b)
V(R,t) = 1 (4-24c)
Applying the method of separation of variables to the equa-
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tion of motion subject to the above initial and boundary 
conditions, the velocity function V(r,t) becomes
co
V(r,t) = - A 2£ + £  E.Zi (C3.r)exp[-3?t] (4-25)
1“ 1
where the following simplifications have been introduced
Ai = 1/(1 - k 2) (4-26a)
A 2 = k ?7'(1 - k 2) (4-26b)
? = /p 7 u  (4-26c)
Zi (C3ir) = Ji (CB.jrjYi (£3±k r ) - Yi (?3ir) J 2 (?BiKR)
(4-26d)
with Ji and Yi being first order Bessel functions of the 
first and second kind, respectively. The combination func­
tion Z^(£3^r) was defined analogously to the combination
function used in the paper by Bird and Curtiss. The eigen­
values 3^ satisfy the relationship
Ji (?3±kR)Yi (C3±R) = Ji (C3±R)Yi (£Bj^ kR) (4-27)
The series constants E^ are obtained by means of a Sturm-
Liouville analysis which yields the following expression
for the E.
i
Applying Duhamel's Theorem to the present situation, the 
angular velocity function becomes, when 0 < t < ti,
v q (r,t) = a
r 2'» 00 a R E .
Air - A 2— t + ]T ----Zi(53.r)(l - exp [—3 ? t ])
>• r J i=l 8? 1 1
(4-29a)
and when ti < t < 2ti,
v Q (r,t) = a Air - A 2R
2
(2t1 - t)
(4-29b)
co aRE.
+ Y. ----Zi(?g.r)(l - 2exp[-3fti] + exp[-3?t])
i=l 3? 1 1
Once the velocity function Vg(r,t) has been determined, 
the shear stress distribution xrg(r,t) and the torque dis­
tribution T(t) applied to the inner cylinder may be obtained 
from the relationships
Tr0 <r,t> = -yr9r vn (r,t)/r
(4-30)
T (t) = 2ttk2R2L -Tre(r't) r=KR (4-31)
Therefore, when 0 < t < ti,
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Tr0 (r't) - -v
2aA2R2t «  SaRE^- Z  ■■■ n 1 z 2 (C3.r) (1 - exp[-3?t3) 
i=l i 1
(4-32)
T (t) = 4iraLA2R2yt
(4-33)
+ 2TraLK R 3/py”
OQ E .
Z  g^ -Zo (SBj^ KR) (1 - exp[-3?t]) 
'•i=l i
and for ti < t < 2ti,
t rg(r,t) = -y 2aA2R"
r - 2
(2ti - t)
(4-34)
o© £aRE.
- E  1
i=l i
— Z2 (?S.r)(l - 2exp[-0fti] + exp[-3ft])
p . X  X  X
T(t) = 4iraLR2yA2 (2ti - t)
(4-35)
oo E .
+ 2TraLK2R 3 /pyT Y 0 (£ 3 . kR) (1 - 2exp[-3?ti] + exp[-B?t]). *—. p . l l l'■1=1 l
Since both torque functions consist of two terras, we may 
express the torque function as
T(t) = Ti(t) + T2 (t) (4-36)
where the functions Ti(t) and T2 (t) are defined by equations 
(4-33,4-35). Examination of these equations indicates that
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the function Ti(t) is linear in time for both the upcurve 
and the downcurve of the flow curve. These equations also 
show that the function T2 (t) represents a series of first 
order responses with diminishing amplitudes. Typical repre­
sentations of these functions are shown in Figure 7. The 
total torque response function is the graphical sum of these 
two response functions. This graphical addition is shown 
in Figure 8. For a Newtonian fluid, the linear response 
function Ti (t) represents the theoretically anticipated re­
sponse of the shear stress under a ramp input shear rate. 
This indicates that Ti(t) is the primary response function 
for a Newtonian fluid and that the first order response 
function T 2 (t) represents secondary responses of the shear 
stress under a ramp input shear rate. Therefore, these 
secondary responses must be responsible for the presence of 
any artificial hysteresis loops that may be observed. This 
analysis indicates that it is possible for a Newtonian fluid 
to exhibit non-Newtonian behavior under certain conditions. 
Huang-Fabisiak Dimensionless Group
In order to minimize or eliminate the presence of any 
artificial non-Newtonian effects, it is necessary to demon­
strate that these secondary responses are negligible with 
respect to the primary response function under the prevail­
ing experimental conditions. This may be readily accom­
plished by the evaluation of a dimensionless quantity known 
as the Huang-Fabisiak number, NHp. In order to evaluate 
this dimensionless group, it is necessary to rewrite the
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the total torque functions in a dimensionless form. Thus, 
equation (4-33) becomes
T*(a) = a + - ~ } Q Y  r^Zo (C3-KR) (1 - exp[-B?tia])
‘i=l i 1
2t ■
(4-37)
where the following dimensionless quantities have been de­
fined
a = t/tj (4-38a)
T* (a) = --- ~ K )T(t) (4-38b)
4iraLK2R2yt
The quantity a represents a dimensionless time and T*(cr) re­
presents a dimensionless torque. Similarly, equation (4-35) 
becomes
( 1 — kC 2 ) R C T*(o) = { 2 - 0 )  + — ---2t i Y  g^zotee.KR)i=l i
(1 - 2exp[-8^ti] + exp[-0ftia]) (4-39)
The series portions of equations (4-37,4-39) are monotonic
decreasing functions in total torque. The first term in
these types of functions is usually the controlling term,
such that the following dimensionless group, N„„, defined asHr
= (1 - Ka)R5E,z,(;e.<R) (4_40)
Hr /LX i p l
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may be considered as the controlling factor for the magni­
tude of the secondary responses for both the upcurve and 
downcurve of the flow curve. If this dimensionless group 
is small with respect to unity, then the experimentally ob­
served rheological behavior is representative of the mater­
ial being examined. Therefore, the dimensionless group,
NHF, may be used to detect the presence of any artificially 
generated hysteresis.
Shear Rate Determination
We have considered the different aspects of the shear 
stress response under a variety of different conditions.
Exact solutions for the shear stress response under steady- 
state and transient conditions have been developed for a 
Newtonian fluid. Although the shear stress response can be 
readily obtained from the expressions for the total torque, 
the shear rate must be evaluated from the simultaneous 
solution of the equation of motion and the describing rheo­
logical equation of state. Kreiger and Maron (31) have pro­
posed a method for the direct determination of the shear 
rate for a non-Newtonian fluid from concentric cylinder vis­
cometric data. Their method requires that two sets of torque 
and angular velocity data be obtained from two different 
sets of cylinder radii. Kreiger and Elrod (32) have exten­
ded this method to yield a difference equation solution, 
which leads to a rapidly converging power series function 
of the radius ratio. Their error analysis demonstrated that 
only two terms of the power series are needed to approximate
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the sum of the series. Kreiger (.33) has shown that certain 
forms of the infinite series which appear in the Kreiger and 
Elrod equations can be summed into a closed form, leading to 
an expression for the shear rate in which the dominant term 
is identical to the local power law approximation with ap­
propriate correction terms being used to account for any 
deviation from power law behavior. As a consequence, the 
point by point application of the power law method is shown 
to give an excellent representation of the true shear rate 
in a concentric cylinder viscometer with a small and deter­
minable error. Benis, Usami, and Chien (.34) have discovered 
that using the mean shear rates determined from the equa­
tions for a Newtonian fluid were a reasonable approximation 
for the shear rates of human blood. They develop a simple 
technique of using the mean shear rates to determine the 
viscometric curve to within a few percent of that given by 
the power law relationship. Their method gives a relatively 
small error even for fluids whose behavior deviates markedly 
from that of a Newtonian fluid. The key parameter in the 
error minimization method is the radius ratio with the error 
diminishing as the two radii approached each other.
Recently, Huang (35) has developed a method to deter­
mine the shear rate for a fluid from a single set of torque 
and angular velocity data obtained from a concentric cylin­
der viscometer. If we consider the concentric cylinder vis­
cometer displayed in Figure 6, we can use Huang's method to 
develop an exact expression for the determination of the
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shear rate for any fluid in a concentric cylinder arrange­
ment. For the purpose of development, we will consider the 
case where the inner cylinder rotates with an angular veloc­
ity £2, while a torque T is exerted on the outer cylinder 
which is stationary. For the steady-state flow of an incom­
pressible fluid, the equation of motion reduces to
_d_
dr rT Qr0 = 0 (4-41)
This equation may be integrated to give
xr0 = C/r2 (4-42)
The integration constant may be evaluated from the boundary 
condition
r = R; T = j^ 2Trr2LTr0Jr=R (4-43)
which gives
C = T/(2ttL) (4-44)
The shear stress distribution is now given by
xr0 = T/(2-rrLr2) (4-45)
For time-independent, incompressible fluids, either Newtonian
or non-Newtonian, the shear stress - shear rate functional 
relationship may be expressed by the generalized rheological 
equation
(4-46)
where n , if the fluid is non-Newtonian, is an invariant 
function of the shear stress or shear rate tensor. Assuming 
that the angular velocity is a continuous function of the 
radius in the interval kR _< r £ R, subject to the boundary 
condition
Using equation (4—46), the integrand of equation (4—48) may 
be alternatively expressed in terms of the shear rate as
r = R; vQ = 0 (4-47)
we may express the angular velocity distribution as
(4-48)
(4-49)
Differentiation of the shear stress distribution with re­
spect to r yields
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Using the shear stress distribution to make a change of 
variable, we can rewrite equation (4-49) as
re/Tre(r) • dT
V °A  = - L r 6 (K, Y ^ 2 x re (4-51)
The specific integration limits now become
r = KR! f r e ) ^  = t/(2ttLk2R2) ; fre/r)r=KR = SI
Equation (4-51) now becomes
(4-52a)
r = E! frre)r=R = T/ (2ttLR2 ) ; ( V r) r=R = 0 (4-52b)
I T /  (2ttLk R ) dr Q
n = - y
T/(2ttLR2) r Tr0
(4-53)
Assuming that the integrand is analytic with respect to TrQ 
and T, and that the partial derivatives with respect to T 
of both integration limits exist, the integral equation may 
be differentiated with respect to T to give
dQ 
dT
f •
YrG
2 t r6
[1/ (2ttLR2 ) ] -
r= R
Y,
2 t re
[1/ (2ttLk 2R2 ) ]
r= K R
(4-54)
which can be simplified to give
I n  g e n e r a l ,  t h e  s h e a r  r a t e  may b e  e x p r e s s e d  as  a  u n iq u e  
f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  s h e a r  s t r e s s
(4-56)
U s in g  e q u a t io n  (4-45), we m ay r e p la c e  t h i s  f u n c t i o n a l  r e l a ­
t i o n s h i p  w i t h
w h ic h  now may b e  in c o r p o r a t e d  i n t o  e q u a t io n  (4-55) t o  g iv e
w h e re  G2 ( T / R 2 ) an d  G i ( T / k 2R 2 ) a r e  t h e  s h e a r  r a t e  f u n c t io n s  
e v a lu a t e d  a t  r= R  and  r= K R , r e s p e c t i v e l y .  T h e  l e f t - h a n d  s id e  
o f  e q u a t io n  (4-58) may b e  e v a lu a t e d  fro m  a  s e t  o f  to r q u e  an d  
a n g u la r  v e l o c i t y  d a t a .  T h e r e f o r e ,  a u n iq u e  s h e a r  r a t e  f u n c ­
t i o n  may b e  d e te r m in e d  a c c o r d in g ly  f o r  a n y  m a t e r i a l .
I f  t h e  f l u i d  i s  a s im p le  N e w to n ia n ,  t h e  s h e a r  r a t e  
f u n c t i o n  i s  g iv e n  b y
f ( T r 0 ) = G ( T / r 2 ) (4-57)
2T(dfl/dT) = G2 (T/R2) - G i (T/k 2R2) (4-58)
Yr0 = -(xr0/y) = T/ (2iryLr2 ) (4-59)
an d  e q u a t io n  (4-58) becom es
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dft/dT = [1/ (47ryL) ] [1/ (k R ) - 1/R2] (4-60)
which represents a simple linear relationship between the 
torque and the angular velocity.
If the rheological equation of state is unknown, as is 
the usual case, the shear rate expression may be estimated 
with a general polynomial expression of the form
Yr0 - A„ + AxTr0 + A2t 2q + ..• + A = Z (4-61)
i=0
where the A^ are regression constants to be determined from 
an analysis of the torque and angular velocity data. Sub­
stitution of this polynomial expression into equation (4-58) 
gives
.n N 
2T = T
dT . n 1=0
- 1
2ttLk 2R2
Aj T1 (4-62)
Using any of the conventional regression techniques avail­
able, the regression constants A^ may be evaluated. Once 
they have been determined, the shear rate may be evaluated.
Although this method proposes an exact method for the 
determination of the shear rate, it has its drawback in that 
an experiment may not be performed at a pre-determined shear 
rate. Most experimental studies are performed using an ap­
parent shear rate which is determined from the equations for 
a Newtonian fluid. This approach enables the determination 
of the shear rate range prior to the actual taking of the
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experimental data. In reality, this approach is a reason­
able approximation for most fluids whose behavior is not too 
markedly different from that of a Newtonian fluid. Since 
all of the available data on blood rheology is reported 
using the apparent shear rate, this approach will be used 
to provide a means of comparison with existing data and to 
conform to current practice.
RESULTS
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TABLE I: HEMATOLOGICAL PARAMETERSi i
Parameter Sample N X S D P
Normal 16 14.80 1.29 -
Hemoglobin Polycythemia 11 17.47 1.22 <0.001
(gm%) Parkinson's 10 14.85 1.01 >0.900
Hypertension 8 14.38 1.49 0.502
Normal 16 44.75 4.07 -
Hematocrit Polycythemia 11 54.13 4.28 <0.001
(%) Parkinson1s 10 43.24 2.19 0.311
Hypertension 8 43.75 4.29 0.600
Red Blood Normal 16 4.496 0.782 -
Cell Count Polycythemia 11 5.690 0.865 0.002
(10 6/mm3) Parkinson’s 10 5.082 0.494 0.054
Hypertension 8 4.653 0.605 0.639
Normal 16 203.4 58 .2 -
Fibrinogen Polycythemia 11 277 .1 95.7 0.027
(mg/100ml) Parkinson1s 10 269.5 32.3 0.007
Hypertension 8 270.6 62.6 0.021
Total Normal 16 7.100 0.487 -
Protein Polycythemia 11 7.245 0.587 0.508
(gm/dl) Parkinson's 10 7.400 0.249 0.097
Hypertension 8 7.438 0.343 0.109
Normal 16 4.241 0.381 -
Albumin Polycythemia 11 4.025 0.302 0.150
(gm/dl) Parkinson1s 10 4.420 0.140 0.118
Hypertension 8 3.975 0.286 0.112
TABLE I: CONT'D.
Parameter Sample N X S D P
Normal 15 0.205 0.118 -
«i- Polycythemia 11 0.226 0.074 0.622
Globulin Parkinson's 10 0.190 0.030 0.655
(gm/dl) Hypertension 8 0.150 0.050 0.246
Normal 15 0.624 0.113 -
a2- Polycythemia 11 0.710 0.149 0.126
Globulin Parkinson's 10 0.790 0.130 0.006
(gm/dl) Hypertension 8 0.725 0.120 0.074
13-
Normal 15 0.877 0.114 -
Polycythemia 11 0.939 0.120 0.212
Globulin Parkinson1s 10 1.020 0.154 0.017
(gm/dl) Hypertension 8 1.150 0.180 <0.001
Normal 15 1.123 0.349 -
Y- Polycythemia 11 1.394 0.359 0.079
Globulin Parkinson's 10 1.010 0.192 0.381
(gm/dl) Hypertension 8 1.463 0.328 0.044
Normal 16 169.8 45.1 -
Cholesterol Polycythemia 11 207.9 77.0 0.161
(mg/dl) Parkinson's 10 216.3 24.0 0.009
Hypertension 8 210.4 47.6 0.067
Triglycer­
ide
Normal 1 6 88.1 39.0
Polycythemia 11 160.2 84.3 0.009
(mg/dl) Parkinson's 10 119.9 32.0 0.049
Hypertension 8 139.4 72.4 0.044
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TABLE II: RHEOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
Parameter Sample N X S D P
TO
( dyne }
cm2
Normal 
Polycythemia 
Parkinson's 
Hypertension
16
11
10
8
0.1618
0.3112
0.1388
0.2075
0.0578
0.0706
0.0303
0.1038
0.001
0.278
0.200
y
(Poise)
Normal 
Polycythemia 
Parkinson's 
Hypertension
16
11
10
8
0.1051
0.1650
0.1077
0.1243
0.0140
0.0320
0.0124
0.0325
0.001
0.649
0.688
c
1
/ n-i. (sec )
Normal 
Polycythemia 
Parkinson's 
Hypertension
16
11
10
8
0.1451
0.1182
0.1561
0.1228
0.0324
0.0216
0.0210
0.0185
0.038
0.365
0.092
A
(Poise)
Normal 
Polycythemia 
Parkinson1s 
Hypertension
16
11
10
8
0.4063
0.7075
0.5188
0.6478
0.1003
0.2052
0.1109
0.3237
0.001
0.018
0.070
n
(dimension­
less)
Normal 
Polycythemia 
Parkinson's 
Hypertension
16
11
10
8
1.6017
1.7046
1.4553
1.6379
0.2193
0.1180
0.1723
0.3562
0.287
0.098
0.772
n
(Poise)
Normal 
Polycythemia 
Parkinson1s 
Hypertension
16
11
10
8
0.1631
0.2772
0.1724
0.2135
0.0339
0.0568
0.0285
0.0880
0.001
0.495
0.164
n - y 
(Poise)
Normal 
Polycythemia 
Parkinson1s 
Hypertension
16
11
10
8
0.0580 
0.1123 
0.0647 
0.0893
0.0223
0.0279
0.0186
0.0579
0.001
0.455
0.184
TABLE III: HCRF HEMATOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
Parameter Sample N X S D P
Normals 13 27.9 7.2 -
HCRF 77 46.6 5.5 -
I 15 46.0 4.5 -
II 5 48.6 4.5 -
AGE III 6 50.5 2.9 —
(years) 1,11 15 45.0 5.5 -
I,III 14 44.7 5.6 -
II,III 13 48.7 5.6 -
I,II,III 9 46.7 6.0 —
Normals 13 N.A. N.A. N.A.
HCRF 53 35.2 14.4 -
I 15 38.0 10.0 -
II 5 0.0 0.0 -
CIGARETTES III 6 0.0 0.0 -
PER DAY I,II 15 36.3 9.6 -
I,III 14 37.0 20.0 -
II,III 13 0.0 0.0 -
I,II,III 9 26.1 13.1 —
Normals 13 46.4 2.3 -
HCRF 75 46.6 3.2 0.834
I 15 47.4 3.0 0.357
II 5 45.4 4.0 0.543
HEMATOCRIT
(%)
III 6 45.2 1.9 0.307
I,II 14 45.8 3.0 0.582
I,III 14 46.9 3.0 0.647
II,III 12 46.1 2.6 0.772
I,II,III 9 48.7 3.8 0.111
TABLE III; CONT'D.
Parameter Sample N X S D P
Normals 13 N.A. N.A. -
HCRF 77 90.8 10.5 -
DIASTOLIC I 15 83.1 4.1 -
BLOOD II 5 104. 2 8.2 -
PRESSURE III 6 83.2 4.1 -
(mm Hg) I,II 15 98.8 4.6 -
1,111 14 78.9 5.7 -
II,III 13 100.0 6.2 -
I,II,III 9 94.6 4.4 -
Normals 13 168. 2 49.2 -
HCRF 72 256. 0 42.0 <0.001
I 13 220.4 17.2 0.004
II 5 230.4 5.8 0.018
CHOLES­ III 6 299.3 38.9 <0.001
TEROL I,II 12 209.8 25.3 0.019
(mg/dl) I,III 14 289.1 32.1 <0.001
II,III 13 275.8 20.9 <0.001
I,II,III 9 274. 0 25.8 <0.001
Normals 13 87. 2 28.9 -
HCRF 70 194. 0 101.9 <0.001
I 11 154. 4 54.0 0.002
II 5 280.3 210.9 0.009
TRIGLYCER­ III 6 164. 0 34.2 <0.001
IDE I,II 12 172.3 54.1 <0.001
(mg/dl) I,III 14 225.4 90.5 <0.001
II,III 13 202.7 108.7 0.003
I,II,III
9
181.9 94.2 0.006
TABLE IV; HCRF RHEOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
Parameter Sample N X S D P
Normals 13 0.167 0.049 -
HCRF 78 0.205 0.057 0.020
I 15 0.217 0.072 0.053
II 5 0.199 0. 038 0.236
To III 6 0.160 0.030 0.764
(dyne/cm2) I,II 15 0.191 0.037 0.173
I,III 14 0.218 0.058 0.028
II,III 12 0. 227 0.055 0.011
I,II,III 9 0.207 0.056 0.108
Normals 13 0.109 0.012 -
HCRF 78 0.133 0.021 <0.001
I 15 0.135 0.022 0.001
II 5 0.137 0.012 <0.001
U III 6 0.118 0.012 0.174
(Poise) I,II 15 0.128 0.014 0.001
I,III 14 0.137 0.027 0.005
II,III 12 0.138 0.018 0.001
I,II,III 9 0.135 0. 022 0.005
Normals 13 0.143 0.032 -
HCRF 78 0.141 0.029 0.823
I 15 0.137 0.034 0.650
Cl
II 5 0.148 0.011 0.752
(sec11-^ ) III 6 0.154 0.021 0.478HHH
15 0.145 0.028 0.867
I,III 14 0.146 0.029 0.808
II,III 12 0.130 0.022 0.275
I,II,III 9 0.128 0.035 0.335
TABLE IV: CONT'D ,
Parameter Sample N X S. D P
Normals 13 0.409 0.091 -
HCRF 78 0.544 0.124 <0.001
I 15 0.532 0.116 0.008
II 5 0.605 0.101 0.003
A III 6 0.543 0.142 0.035
(Poise) I,II 15 0.548 0.084 <0.001
I,III 14 0.552 0.159 0.012
II,III 12 0.554 0.098 0.002
I,II,III 9 0.521 0.148 0.050
Normals 13 1.616 0.241 -
HCRF 78 1.561 0.251 0.471
I 15 1.627 0.159 0.891
II 5 1.365 0.321 0.113
n III 6 1.371 0.204 0.059
I,II 15 1.482 0.161 0.105
I,III 14 1.607 0.284 >0.900
II,III 12 1.588 0.223 0.775
I,II,III 9 1.702 0.307 0.492
Normals 13 0.171 0.032 -
HCRF 78 0.209 0.041 0.004
I 15 0.216 0.051 0.014
II 5 0.212 0.023 0.028
n III 6 0.182 0.023 0.484
(Poise) I,II 15 0.199 0.025 0.019
I,III 14 0.217 0.047 0.010
II,III 12 0.223 0.032 <0.001
I,II,III 9 0.209 0.044 0.044
TABLE IV: CONT'D.
Parameter Sample N X S D P
Normals 13 0.062 0. 022 -
HCRF 78 0.076 0.022 0.041
I 15 0.081 0.030 0.084
II 5 0.075 0.017 0.280
n - y III 6 0.064 0.014 0.850
(Poise) I# II 15 0.072 0.012 0.162
I,III 14 0.080 0.021 0.048
II,III 12 0.084 0.017 0.015
I,II,III 9 0.073 0.023 0.294
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TABLE V: N„_, DETERMINATIONSnxf
Case I Case II
R = 1.60 cm R = 1.60 cm
p = 1.06 g/cm3 P = 1.06 g/cm3
y = 0.10 Poise y = 0.20 Poise
K = 0.95 K = 0.95
n h f = -°- 000862 n hf = -0. 000427
ti = 10 sec tl = 10 sec
DISCUSSION
Rheological determinations and standard clinical hema­
tological evaluations were performed on sixteen normal sub­
jects and compared to similar data obtained from persons 
suffering from polycythemia, Parkinsonism, or hypertension.
All of the subjects were participants in selected clinical 
pharmacological studies with the normals serving as the 
control group for the clinical investigations. Polycythemia 
is a physiological disorder characterized by an unusually 
large number of red blood cells being present in the blood. 
Parkinsonism is a neurological disorder characterized by 
a rigidity of the musculature in either widespread or 
isolated areas of the body, tremors at rest in the involved 
areas, and a loss of involuntary and associated movements. 
Hypertension refers to a physiological condition in which 
the human blood pressure is unusually elevated. Adults are 
considered to be normotensive if their systolic blood pressure 
is between 120 and 14 0 mm Hg and their diastolic blood 
pressure is between 70 and 90 mm Hg. There is considerable 
controversy as to where to draw the line of demarcation 
between normal and elevated blood pressure, and both systolic 
and diastolic blood pressures rise with age in apparently 
healthy humans.
It was intended in this aspect of the study to establish 
values for certain rheological parameters for healthy indivi­
duals and to compare them to those values of persons under­
going treatment for known physiological disorders. The inves­
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tigative emphasis was placed on the identification and exam­
ination of any correlations between physiological and rheo­
logical parameters. All subjects in this aspect of the study 
of the rheological behavior of human blood were participants 
in a series of ongoing clinical pharmacological investiga­
tions administered by the Special Treatment Unit of Beth 
Israel Medical Center in Newark, New Jersey. The Center 
supplied blood samples for the rheological testing along 
with the subject category, age, sex, and blood chemistry 
evaluations. Specific medical information was not supplied 
and group determinations were made by the Center according 
to their established criteria. The control group consisted 
of thirteen males and three females having an average age of 
2 8.3 ± 6.7 and were considered to be normal healthy adults 
according to contemporary medical standards. The polycythemia 
group consisted of nine males and two females having an aver­
age age of 64.4 ± 6.9. The Parkinsonism group consisted of 
seven males and three females having an average age of 61,8 
± 6.9, and the hypertensive group consisted of three males 
and five females having an average age of 55.4 ± 8,4,
Clinical determinations performed on the various parti­
cipants in this aspect of the study are summarized in Table I. 
The average parameter values along with their respective 
standard deviations are listed for all the biophysical deter­
minations made during this study. Data analysis for all of 
the groups was performed on the sample means using the Student 
t-test for small sample sizes, and the standard F-test was
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used for the analysis of variance. A 95% confidence limit 
was used in the F-test evaluations. The P parameter entered 
in the tables represents the probability that the observed 
difference between the sample mean and the control mean is 
due to random chance. This method of sample comparison is 
commonly employed in biomedical investigations and was used 
in this study to maintain consistency with existing liter­
ature results. The difference between means was considered 
to be statistically significant when the probability parameter 
was less than 0.05. Any value of P that is larger than 0.05 
increases the probability that any observed difference in the 
sample means is due to sampling variations.
Examination of the results in Table I indicates that the 
polycythemia group displayed different parameter values for 
hematocrit, hemoglobin, red blood cell count, triglyceride, 
and fibrinogen. The Parkinsonism group displayed different 
parameter values for fibrinogen, serum cholesterol, a2- 
globulin, and 0-globulin. The hypertensive group displayed 
different values for fibrinogen, 0-globulin, and y-globulin.
Rheological determinations performed on these samples 
are summarized in Table II. As shown in Table II, the poly­
cythemia group displayed different values for the yield stress, 
Newtonian viscosity contribution, kinetic rate constant, 
equilibrium value of the structural arrangement parameter, 
steady-state viscosity, and the non-Newtonian viscosity con­
tribution. These differences are not surprising considering 
the abnormal levels of hematrocrit, hemoglobin, fibrinogen.
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and red blood cell count exhibited by the polycythemia. An 
increase in the blood viscosity has been traditionally ob­
served in cases of polycythemia and variations in the rheo­
logical parameters were anticipated. There was no statistical 
difference observed in order of the breakdown reaction of 
rouleaux to individual cells. Coincidentally, there was no 
difference in this parameter for any of the groups under 
investigation. Apparently, the breakdown reaction mechanism 
is similar for all of the groups in question. The Parkin­
sonism group only displayed a different value for the struc­
tural arrangement parameter. The higher value of the param­
eter indicates that a higher level of rouleaux aggregation 
is present, but the significance of this is unknown at present. 
Ironically, the hypertensives did not display any differences 
in rheological parameters, although it must be noted that the 
type of hypertension that the group was being treated for is 
referred to as essential hypertension, indicating that it is 
of unknown physiological origin.
Considering the relatively small sample sizes used in 
this aspect of the study, it would appear to be more appro­
priate to make qualitative, rather than quantitative, infer­
ences from these results. It is evident that a hematological 
disorder, such as polycythemia, will have distinct effects 
upon the rheological behavior of human blood and that these 
effects may be characterized in terms of rheological para- 
maters. Based on the results from the essential hypertension 
and Parkinsonism groups, non-hematological disorders might
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not affect the rheological behavior of blood to an appreciable 
extent, as only slight parameter variations were detected.
It is also quite possible that the therapeutic agents admin­
istered to these patients relieved the physiological symptoms, 
which in turn could correct any rheological abnormalities.
The next aspect of this investigation was the examina­
tion of the rheological model as a predictive or diagnostic 
tool as applied to the rheological behavior of apparently 
healthy adult males who had exhibited elevated levels of one 
or more of the following coronary risk factors: cigarette
smoking, serum cholesterol, and diastolic blood pressure.
These risk factors are well documented in the medical lit­
erature as being commonly associated with a high incidence 
of coronary heart disease (CHD). Blood samples and risk 
factor levels for seventy-eight adult males were supplied 
by St. Michael's Medical Center (Newark, NJ). The coronary 
risk factor levels used in this study were: (a) any level of
cigarette smoking, (b) serum cholesterol of greater than 
260 mg/dl, and (c) a diastolic blood pressure of greater than 
90 mm Hg. All of the subjects were free of CHD, but were 
considered to be at an elevated level of risk of coronary 
heart disease using contemporary medical standards. Biophy­
sical data for the high coronary risk factor (HCRF) subjects 
are given in Table III along with similar data for a group 
of thirteen normal adult males who served as a control for 
this study. The HCRF group was subdivided into groups 
according to the presence of one or more risk factors.
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Group I included only cigarette smokers; group II included 
only hypertensives; and group III included only those with 
elevated serum cholesterol. The remaining groups consisted 
of subjects possessing any of the possible combinations of 
two or more risk factors. The rationale behind this subdi­
vision process was to explore and identify the existence 
of any synergistic risk factor effects in terms of alterations 
in rheological parameters. Rheological parameter values for 
the HCRF and control groups are given in Table IV, The HCRF 
group displayed significantly different parameter values for 
the yield stress, the Newtonian viscosity contribution, the 
equilibrium value of the structural arrangement parameter, 
the steady-state viscosity, and the non-Newtonian viscosity 
contribution. These results indicate that an elevation in 
the levels of HCRF will result in an adverse alteration of 
the rheological behavior of a subject's blood. The obvious 
implication is that rheological screening has a potential 
use as a diagnostic tool for cardiovascular disorders. The 
results seem plausible considering that an elevation in the 
blood viscosity would tend to increase the workload of the 
circulatory system and place an increased strain on the heart. 
Although a subject may have outward signs of good cardio^ 
vascular health, the rheological behavior of his/her blood 
may indicate the onset of an unhealthy state before physical 
symptoms become evident.
The final phase of this investigation dealt with the 
examination of the possibility of the occurrence of artifir-
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cially created hysteresis loops. Since hysteresis loop 
analysis is an integral part of the rheological analysis 
of the thixotropic phenomena exhibited by human blood, it 
is essential to eliminate or minimize any background or 
artifact effects of the testing procedure. In essence, it 
is desirable to identify the conditions under which it would 
be possible for a known material to exhibit abnormal proper­
ties. For this investigation, the basic premise was that 
the observed hysteresis loop behavior was characteristic 
of the blood sample and not artificially generated. In 
order to examine the possibility of a non-thixotropic material 
generating hysteresis loops, the mathematical development 
of the Couette viscometer equations under the conditions of 
a ramp function angular velocity were examined. Analysis 
of the solution indicates that it is mathematically possible 
for a Newtonian fluid to exhibit hysteresis loop behavior 
under certain experimental conditions. The site and shape 
of the artificial hysteresis loop is controlled by the mag­
nitude of a dimensionless group. The relative magnitude of 
the dimensionless group, NHF, was examined for two cases which 
were representative of the range of experimental conditions 
under which the thixotropic behavior of human blood was 
investigated. The viscosity was the variable of interest in 
the parameter sensitivity investigation since the Couette 
dimensions were fixed and the sample densities were essentially 
constant. Since most of the blood samples tested possessed 
an apparent viscosity of between 0.1 and 0.2 poise, it was
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felt that these two cases would be sufficiently representa­
tive. The case results are given in Table V.
For both sets of conditions, the magnitude of the dimen­
sionless group was small with respect to unity and indicated 
that a Newtonian fluid, under the prevailing experimental 
conditions, would not generate an artificial hysteresis loop. 
Therefore, any hysteresis loop observed under these conditions 
must be attributed to the thixotropic nature of the material 
being examined. Thus, the hysteresis loop behavior observed 
is a direct result of the thixotropy of human blood.
This dimensionless group may be used to determine the 
relative magnitude of the secondary responses that are pre­
sent during any set of experimental conditions. In this 
investigation, the dimensionless group was used in the anal­
ysis of the thixotropy of human blood, This analysis is 
not restricted to human blood, but may be applied to any 
thixotropic material to insure that any hysteresis loop 
behavior is a result of the thixotropic nature of the material 
being investigated.
CONCLUSIONS
Whole human blood is a thixotropic fluid whose apparent 
viscosity is a function of the rate and duration of shear.
The thixotropic behavior of human blood is demonstrated by 
the experimental occurrence of both hysteresis loop and torque- 
decay flow curves during the rheological testing of a blood 
sample. This thixotropic behavior can be characterized by 
means of the Huang rheological model and an analysis of the 
various model parameters can provide a quantitative compari­
son among blood samples from different subjects. The repre­
sentation of the rheological behavior of human blood using 
thixotropic parameters is superior to the use of apparent 
viscosity data taken at different shear rates. These thixo­
tropic parameters can be correlated with various biophysical 
parameters and used as a diagnostic or monitoring method.
These correlations could provide new information about how 
the chemical constituents of the blood affect its rheological 
behavior which, in turn, could eventually alter the circula­
tory behavior of blood in the tested individual.
It is possible to establish a range and distribution for 
each parameter by testing the blood of apparently healthy 
subjects as was demonstrated in this study. These parameter 
values can then be compared with those values obtained from 
subjects suffering from known physiological disorders. This 
was demonstrated using patients being treated for either 
polycythemia, Parkinsonism, or essential hypertension. Only 
the polycythemia group displayed markedly abnormal values for
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some of the parameter values. This result was not unexpect­
ed, as polycythemia is a hematological disorder which has 
limited specific treatment such as phlebotomy and hemo- 
dilution. The Parkinsonism and essential hypertension groups 
displayed minimal, abnormal rheological behavior. The pos­
sible explanations for this are that these disorders do not 
directly affect the rheological behavior of blood to an 
appreciable extent or the pharmacological therapy being 
administered relieves both physiological and rheological 
symptoms. The potential interrelationship between pharma­
cological treatment and rheological behavior presents an 
interesting area for future investigations.
The detection of abnormalities in any of the thixotropic 
parameters may be a warning signal for the onset of a patho­
logical disorder. Alterations in the rheological behavior 
of blood cannot be predicted from measured hematological 
parameters. Rheological properties appear to be a sensitive 
reflection of microcirculatory events based upon the Huang 
model. Thus, the analysis of rheological parameters may 
provide a means to assess the alterations that exist in 
microcirculatory flow functions and define the pathophysio­
logy that exists within the microcirculation during altered 
hemodynamic states. The diagnostic potential of rheological 
screening was demonstrated in the analysis of apparently 
healthy adult males having elevated levels of coronary risk 
factors. There were distinct alterations in the thixotropic 
parameters of these subjects and these alterations could be
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an indication of potential circulatory or cardiovascular 
distress. These results indicate the diagnostic potential 
of rheological screening with respect to various circulatory 
and cardiovascular disorders.
A mathematical analysis of the equations of change for 
the experimental system indicated that it is possible to 
observe artificially created hysteresis loops under certain 
experimental conditions. The size and shape of any artifi^ 
cially created hysteresis loop is controlled by the relative 
magnitude of a dimensionless group designated as NHF. This 
dimensionless group may be used to detect and eliminate the 
presence of any secondary effects which would mask the actual 
rheological behavior of the material being investigated.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1.) Parameter sensitivity studies should be continued to 
completely determine the functional relationship between 
thixotropic parameters and hematological parameters.
2.) The experimental equipment should be further modified 
to enable temperature sensitivity studies to be per- 
formed on blood samples. These studies should reveal 
what alterations in rheological behavior could occur 
under extreme body temperature changes either pathology 
ically or artificially induced.
3.) Experimental studies should be initiated to examine the 
effects of pharmacological agents on the rheological 
behavior of blood. Of particular interest would be the 
various cardiovascular and circulatory medications.
4.) Specific hematological disorders, such as sickle-cell 
anemia, should be investigated. Altered rheological 
behavior could be used to evaluate potential treatments 
for these disorders.
5.) The thixotropic model needs to be expanded to explicitly 
contain temperature and composition functions. This 
would extend the model's capabilities.
6 .) Attempts should be made to improve the sensitivity of 
the experimental apparatus such that even minute alter­
ations in rheological behavior could be detected.
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APPENDIX A 
EXPERIMENTAL
All rheological testing was performed using a modified 
Weissenberg Rheogoniometer. The original motor was replaced 
by an electronically driven stepping motor, which is capa­
ble of delivering a continuously variable speed for gener­
ating the ramp and step function inputs for the shear rate.
A block diagram of the modified instrumentation is shown in 
Figure 9. A pulse generating control panel was connected 
to the stepping motor. This arrangement can provide a con­
tinuously linear or constant speed drive of the Rheogonio­
meter. The test cell was a specially designed double 
Couette. The torque output signal was transmitted by a 
transducer and simultaneously recorded with the input signal 
of the control panel. The input signal was either the 
angular velocity or time. The blood samples were well 
mixed prior to their being introduced into the cell. All 
measurements were made at a room temperature of 22 ± 1 °C.
The operating conditions for generating the flow curve
were a time (ti) of 10 (sec) for the shear rate to reach its
- 2maximum value (.Ym ) using a value of 0.766 (.sec). for the 
proportionality constant (a,) for the shear rate input. In 
generating the torque-decay curve, the constant shear rate 
(y ) was maintained at 3.066 (sec) These operating para­
meters were determined experimentally. The operating condi­
tions are chosen such that an optimal observance of the 
thixotropic behavior is possible. These operating condi-
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tions were employed as the standard for all the rheological 
determinations. A typical set of flow and torque-decay 
curves is shown in Figures 10 and 11. The smooth curve 
represents the actual data tracing from the X-Y recorder 
output. As can be seen in Figure 10, there is a slight time 
lag for the upcurve. These delayed responses were due to 
the nature of the equipment and the affected data were not 
incorporated into the analysis.
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APPENDIX B 
PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
The Huang equation for thixotropic materials contains 
five adjustable parameters. In order to quantitatively 
characterize the rheological behavior of a thixotropic mate­
rial, these five parameters must be known or, at least, 
estimates of them must be available. Many algorithms for 
the least squares estimation of nonlinear parameters have 
used either one of two methods. The model may be expanded 
as a Taylor series and corrections to the parameters may be 
calculated at each iteration on the assumption of local 
linearity. Alternatively, variations of the method of a 
gradient search may be used. Both methods have their advan­
tages and disadvantages. The Taylor series approach is a 
rapid method, but it also has the possibility of diverging 
from the correct solution. The gradient search method 
usually has excellent converging properties, but is agoniz­
ingly slow in its convergence. Marquardt (30) has developed 
a compromise method which he has called the maximum neigh­
borhood method. The method performs an optimum interpola­
tion between the Taylor series method and the gradient 
search. The interpolation is based upon the maximum neigh­
borhood in which the truncated Taylor series gives an ade­
quate representation of the nonlinear model. Marquardt's 
algorithm is attractive because it enables the user to in­
corporate either analytical or estimated partial derivatives 
in the linearization portion of the method.
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To obtain estimates of the thixotropic parameters in 
the Huang rheological model, experimental shear stress 
versus shear rate data must be available. This data can 
then be regressed using the Marquardt method to estimate 
values for the five parameters. Although it is possible to 
use estimates of the partial derivatives in the Marquardt 
method, it is preferable to use analytic partials, if possi­
ble. Since the Huang equation takes on three distinct forms 
for the various sets of conditions used, a total of fifteen 
partial derivatives will be required. The Huang equation 
for the upcurve was given as
To simplify the expressions in the partial derivatives, let
The partial derivatives for the upcurve are as follows:
• • n • n 4" 1
t = to + yy + ciAy exp[-(ciy /a(n+l)] (B-l)
j = n + 1 (B-2)
9t / 9 t o =  1 (B-3)
9x/9y = y ( B-4)
8t / 9 c i  = Aynexp [ (-ciyVaj ) H I  - (ciY^/aj)] (B-5)
9t/9A = ciynexpt(-ciy^/aj)] (B-6 )
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3x/3n = ciAynexp[(-ciY^/aj)][ln(y) - (ciy^ln(y)/aj)
+ (ciy-^/aj 2 ) ] (B-7)
For the downcurve, the Huang equation was given as
x = To + yy + ciAynexp[(-ci/aj) (2y^ -  y 3 ) ]  (B-8 )
with the parameter partial derivatives being
3x/3x o = 1 (B-9)
3x/3y = y (B-10)
3x/3ci = Aynexp[C-Ci/aj) (2y^ - y^)]
[1 - (d/aj) ( 2 ^  - yj) ] (B-ll)
3x/3A = ciYnexp[(-ci/aj) (2y^ - y^)] (B-12)
3x/3n = CiAynexp [ (-ci/aj) (2y^ - "p)][ln(y) - (ci/aj)
(2y^ln(ym ) - y^ln(y) + (cx/aj2)(2y^ - y^)] (B-13)
The Huang equation for the torque-decay curve was given as
x = To + yy + ciAynexp[-cy^t] (B-14)c c c
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with the parameter partial derivatives being
3t / 3 t o = 1 (B-15)
3r/3y = j c (B-16)
3x/3ci = Ay^exp[l - CiY^t] (B-17)
3t/ 3A = CiY^exp[-CiY^t] (B-18)c c
3x/3n = CiAY^exp[-CiY^t][ln(Yc) (1 - ciY^t)] (B-19)
The Marquardt algorithm is a conventional least squares 
method with the minimization function being defined as the 
sum of the squares of the differences of the observed and 
predicted values. The objective function is expressed as
N
$ = E [(observed value). - (predicted value) .]2 
i=l
where $ is the minimization function and N is the number of 
data points. The goodness of fit of the model is described 
by the standard error of the estimate defined as
S.E. = /[$/(N - NPARAM)]
where NPARAM is the number of adjustable parameters in the 
model.
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A sample computer output for a typical blood sample is 
presented in Figure 12. The program has the capability of 
imposing constraints on the model parameters to minimize 
the occurence of objective function divergence. The program 
also plots the regression results using the notation of "O" 
for an observed data point, "P" for a predicted point, and 
"Y" denotes a point where both the observed and predicted 
points fall within the same grid squares on the plot indi­
cating agreement between the two values. The three distinct 
curves displayed in the print-out are the upcurve, down- 
curve, and the torque-decay curve. Additionally, the ob­
served and predicted values are tabulated along with their 
respective differences. The remaining column indicates the 
appropriate corresponding value of shear rate or time. The 
remaining output includes statistical, correlation, and 
confidence limit information that are generated by the main 
program.
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FIGURE 12: SAMPLE COMPUTER OUTPUT
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APPENDIX C 
NOMENCLATURE 
a = angular acceleration of outer cylinder 
A = Huang equation parameter 
Ai = constant defined by equation (4-26a)
A 2 .= constant defined by equation (4-26b)
Ci = Huang equation parameter 
C = integration constant 
Cv = vascular conductance 
d = diameter
D = integration constant
E = series constant defined by equation (4-28)
F = function defined by equation (4-22) 
g = gravitational force per unit mass 
G = function defined by equation (4-57) 
i = index
j = constant defined by equation (B-2)
Ji = first order Bessel function of the first kind
k = consistency index
ko = Casson equation parameter
ki = Casson equation parameter
L = length
m = flow behavior index
n = Huang equation parameter
NPARAM = number of adjustable parameters
N„_ = Huang-Fabisiak number rir
N_^ -"Reynolds number
K B
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p = static pressure
P = probability parameter
PRU = peripheral resistance unit
Q = volumetric flow rate
r = radius
R = radius of outer cylinder 
Rv = vascular resistance 
Ri , R2 / R3 / Ri* = double Couette radii 
S.E. = standard error of estimate 
t = time
ti = time for shear rate to reach its maximum value 
t2 = total time for ramp function 
T = total torque
= torque exerted on inner cylinder 
Tq = torque exerted on outer cylinder 
Ti, T 2 = torque functions defined by equation (4-36) 
T* = dimensionless torque 
v = velocity
Yi = first order Bessel function of second kind 
Z = combination Bessel function 
a = proportionality constant 
3 = eigenvalue 
y = shear rate
Y = constant value of shear rate c
Y„ = maximum value of shear rate 1 m
5 = constant defined by equation (4-25c)
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n = apparent viscosity 
n = steady-state viscosityb
9 = angular coordinate
k = concentric cylinder radius ratio
A = regression constant
y = Newtonian viscosity
£ = dummy variable
p = fluid density
a = dimensionless time
t = shear stress
To = yield stress
$ = minimization function
oo = rotational speed
SI = angular velocity
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